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Response to Selection, R

The cycle of cultivar improvement is implemented as a process of cultivar development, which is designed to

produce a pipeline of improved cultivars that achieve the speci�c product target.

Generally speaking, top-performing individuals are selected from a base population with mean performance, µ,

to serve as parents. Progeny produced from these parents are evaluated, with the best selected to serve as

parents of the next cycle of selection.

Fig. 1 Adapted from Mumm, 2013 (same as Fig. 9 in Module 1).



Narrow sense heritability (h2) is the portion of the genetic variance that can be transmitted to the next

generation. It re�ects the ratio of R to S:



Factors Influencing R

The e�ciency of the process can be measured in terms of R, which represents the response to selection.  

We have seen in earlier modules that R can also be expressed as:

where

 is selection intensity,

 is narrow sense heritability for the trait(s) under selection,

  is the additive genetic variance,

  is the phenotypic variance,

  is additive genetic standard deviation,

 is phenotypic standard deviation,

is the square root of  and refers to the accuracy of selection.

Furthermore, the rate of genetic gain ( ) over time can be expressed as: 

where  is the length of a breeding cycle.

Which of the factors in�uencing  and  are impacted by choices the breeder makes?



R as an Efficiency Indicator

Optimization of the product pipeline promotes maximal response to selection in the shortest amount of time at

a comparative cost to produce improved cultivars that meet need of farmers and end-users. 

Through process design, the breeder can affect the e�ciency of the pipeline in developing improved cultivars.

R  is an e�ciency criterion which can be used to compare various process design options to create a pipeline

that maximizes ∆G over time.

Let’s take a look at how to utilize R as a measure of process e�ciency…



More on Factors Influencing R

We have seen R expressed in a number of ways and these can be expanded further to elucidate more features

of the breeding and testing regime over which the breeder has control.

For example:

  where S is the selection differential, 

where  is the number of phenotypic standard deviations between  

where  = parental control factor,

 = fraction of  among progeny being tested,

e.g.  where  is the inbreeding coe�cient of half sibs.



Impact of Parental Control

The parental control factor (c ) re�ects the relationship between the entity used for identifying genotypes

(selection unit) and the entity used to produce the next generation (recombination unit).

Note that:

     c = ½ when the selection unit is the same as the recombination unit and only female parents are selected

     c = 1 when the selection unit is the same as the recombination unit and both parents are selected

     c = 2 when the selection unit is not the same as the recombination unit; the recombination unit is the selfed

seed or a clone of the selected.

For example, mass selection practiced with pollen control is twice as effective as without pollen control, all

other factors being equal:

with pollen control
vs.

without pollen control

It is easy to see that by conducting controlled pollinations using only selected lines, twice the genetic gain can

be made in comparison to recombining female parents that have produced seed through uncontrolled

pollination. This can be done when selections (for both male and female lines) are made prior to pollination.  



Impact of the Form of the Selection Unit

In the expression of , the variable  has to do with the form of the selection unit. If half sib progeny produced

from the breeding crosses are subject to evaluation, then the proportion of the additive genetic variance

represented is ¼. Likewise, if full sib progeny are evaluated, then  = ½.

For example, full sib selection is more effective than selection among half sib progeny, all other factors being

equal:

full sib selection
vs.

half sib selection

Full sibs account for twice the additive variance compared to half sibs.

Furthermore,  considers the level of inbreeding ( ) among the progeny.   is assumed to be zero in the F2

generation; whereas, with fully homozygous progeny, .

Assuming epistasis to be negligible, the genetic variability among families with or without inbreeding depends

on the types of families under selection...

Half sib  

Full sib  

Selfed
(Note that, with fully homozygous inbreds such as doubled haploid lines, this

expression reduces to .)

Clones  

The numerator of  considers only the additive variance, because only additive variation can be transmitted to

progeny in a diploid species. However, other forms of genetic variation (e.g. dominance variance) contribute to

the denominator of  which we will explore later in this module.



The Impact of k on R

With   denoting the number of phenotypic standard deviations that the mean of the selected differs from the

base population mean,   is the same as   (selection intensity; shown in earlier expressions of  ). Although

individuals in the extremes of the distribution may be superior, they are rare. The chance of producing,

identifying, and selecting individuals in the extremes of the distribution curve is enhanced as the number of

lines tested increases. It is di�cult to increase   without concomitantly increasing the population

size. Otherwise, the risk is depleting genetic diversity.

This relationship is illustrated in the following example: 10% selection from a population size of 10 means that

1 individual is selected; no genetic diversity remains for the next round of selection.

In contrast, 10% selection from a population size of 250 means that 25 individuals are selected. Additionally, a

su�cient number of selected individuals to be recombined for the next cycle of selection contributes to

reducing potential effects of genetic drift.

In fact,   is related to , the proportion of selected individuals in the base population. Falconer (1989; Appendix

Table A) shows the relationship between   (i.e. ) and  and , the latter being the difference between the

threshold point of selection (i.e. truncation point) and the base population mean, expressed in standard units. 

Plant breeders often set  at certain values;  translates to values of  in the Z Table. Note that  for 5% and

for 1% are the familiar statistics from the Z Table, 1.645 and 2.326, respectively. 

Table 1 Some commonly used values of 
\(p\)

, along with associated values of 
\(x\)

and
\(i\)

. From Falconer, 1989.

 (%) (i.e. )

0.1 3.090 3.367

0.5 2.576 2.892

1 2.326 2.665

2 2.054 2.421

5 1.645 2.063

7.5 1.440 1.887



 (%) (i.e. )

10 1.282 1.755

25 0.674 1.271

50 0 0.798



Other Ways to Maximize R

So far we have looked at ways to maximize  by enlarging the numerator in the  equation: 

In addition,  can be optimized by reducing the denominator.



Partitioning Phenotypic Variation

We know that phenotypic variation is a function of variation attributable to genotype, environment, genotype-by-

environment interaction (GxE ), and error. 

Simply put, the denominator  can be expressed as:

where is experimental error,  is variance due to genotype by environment interaction, and is genetic

variance, is the number of replications in testing, is the number of environments (which could include

locations, seasons, years, cultural practices, etc.).

Accordingly, this expression can be expanded, with  expressed as:

where is the within-plot experimental error variance, is the variance among replications,  is variance

due to genotype by location by year interaction,   is variance due to genotype by year interaction,   is

variance due to genotype by location interaction,  is genetic variance, is the number of plants per plot,  is

the number of replications in testing,    is the number of testing locations, and   is the number of years of

testing.

Note that the mean square error in ANOVA is comprised of within-plot and among-plot variation:

Moreover, the within-plot experimental error variance can be partitioned further into variation due to

environmental effects ( ) and variation due to genetic differences among plants ( ): 

Environmental effects  include micro-scale effects within the plot that would cause genetically identical



plants to perform differently (e.g. soil fertility, soil type, soil moisture, shading). Within-plot genetic variation

 is attributable to segregation such as might occur before lines are fully inbred. 

In addition, variation attributable to GxE can be expanded. Thus,

The variation attributable to GxE could be expanded further if needed to include variance due to ‘seasons’ or

cultural practices (e.g. irrigation vs. dryland).



Maximizing R Through Trial Design

 can maximized through design of evaluation trials. Uniform �elds will contribute to less variation within plots

and among replications, thus smaller and , respectively.

To maximize , can be reduced by increasing the number of reps ( ), number of locations ( ), and/or

number of years ( ) in evaluation for selection. Relatively speaking, increasing locations or years in testing has

a greater effect that increasing replications (that is, and have the opportunity to reduce more components of

variation since they are featured in the denominators more often than ).

will increase as the number of plants per plot ( ) is increased. When there is only 1 plant per plot, . In

family selection, the value of   is determined by the number of plants in the plot. For example, with F3 family

selection involving 30 plants per plot, .  The effect of increasing plant numbers per plot as it relates to 

 can be seen in the following table. 

Furthermore, error variance components,  and , can be reduced by controlling human error such as

mistakes in recording the evaluation data.

Table 2 The effect of increasing
\(n\)

with constant 
\(\sigma_{w}^2\)

.

1 22.3

2 15.8

3 12.9

4 11.2

5 10.0

10 7.1

20 5.0

30 4.1

60 2.9

90 2.4





The Impact of GxE on R

The impact of GxE can be reduced by evaluating progeny in multiple locations and over multiple years. Variation

due to GxE  is captured in   (variance due to genotype by location by year interaction), and (variance

due to genotype by year interaction), and   (variance due to genotype by location interaction).  Because

GxE interferes with ranking of the progeny and identi�cation of top-performers, it has serious rami�cations for

accuracy in selection.

For crops in which GxE features largely, the greatest genetic gain per year is realized by maximizing  at the

expense of   (i.e. 1-rep trials at the greatest number of locations possible). The trade-off here is cost, since

with a �xed number of reps, it is more expensive to include more locations than to have multiple reps at fewer

locations. (More on choice of locations later in this module.) 

Note that   and   cannot be measured or effectively reduced without testing over multiple years.

 Obviously, the trade-off is time. As an alternative option, additional locations may be substituted for added

years.



Choosing Testing Environments to Maximize R

Choice of testing sites is critical to the selection decisions that will be made in the process of cultivar

development. Selections will be made based on phenotypic performance at these sites for traits pertinent to the

product target.

Prospective testing sites are assumed to represent a sample of environments from the target market

region. However, realistically there may be hundreds of thousands of "environments" within the target region,

considering the many factors that play a role in determining the environment (e.g. geography, altitude, season,

maturity zone, soil types, topography, farmer production management system including tillage, fertilization,

mechanization, and water regime, etc.).  Selection in cultivar development is aimed at the identi�cation of

genotypes that have high mean value in the target set of environments.

The usefulness of a testing site can be characterized in terms of:

• Ability to differentiate between genotypes

• Accuracy of selection:

• Correlation of test environment with target environment within the market region.

The purpose of testing in cultivar development is to reveal genetic differences among test entries and the

magnitude of those differences, and to indicate whether performance of any is su�cient to meet the stated

product target. Trial design and implementation have an important role in this. However, some types of

environments (e.g. drought stress and other abiotic stress environments) inherently have greater variability due

to non-genetic factors.

Heritability ( ) can be considered a measure of the signal-to-noise ratio in estimating breeding value; GxE

interaction and experimental error reduce the effectiveness of selection:

Accuracy of selection or  is de�ned as the correlation between breeding value and phenotypic value and can be

computed as the square root of narrow-sense heritability ( ) (Falconer 1989); it is considered a measure of

repeatability. Therefore, the accuracy of selection decisions depends on reducing GxE and experimental error in

testing. Accuracy of selection often differs across testing sites, but this statistic alone is not su�cient to

establish the value of a testing environment.  

Because selections are based on a sample of the entire population of environments, selection will be truly



accurate only if the observed phenotype in that particular environment or set of environments is highly

correlated with mean performance in the target environment. 

Allen et al. (1978) suggested that an appropriate measure of the usefulness of a test environment is 

 where   is the genetic correlation of performance in the test environment with performance in the target

environment.  



Challenges in Choosing Testing Environments

Ideally, test environments are discriminating among genotypes as well as representative of the target market

region. 

Some questions to consider in identifying useful test sites are:

• Are there multiple target environments (i.e. mega-environments) within the target market region? 

• Within a speci�c mega-environment, what are the most representative and discriminating test sites?

• How many test sites (and replications within a trial) can be implemented each year on my budget? 

With a de�ned budget, it is important to understand meaningful mega-environments within the market region

and to utilize testing environments that provide the most useful information in identifying "best" genotypes.

https://pbea.agron.iastate.edu/mega-environment-0
https://pbea.agron.iastate.edu/mega-environment-0


GxE Interaction Patterns

Ideally, an improved cultivar with wide adaptation across the entire de�ned target market is developed. This is

relatively easy if GxE is negligible across the market region. In this case, test entries would perform similarly

across test sites; differences between entries would not change from one environment to the next and thus

rankings would not change.

Sometimes the level of GxE is such that differences between lines change in magnitude from one environment

to the next, yet rankings of entries based on performance still hold. 

Crossover interaction is evident when differences between entries change substantially, resulting in rankings

being �ipped. A top entry at one location may be the worst-performing entry at another.

Parallel pattern - no interaction.

Non-parallel but rankings still hold.

Crossover interaction - Rankings are �ipped!

With consistent patterns of GxE over years, there are groups of locations

that consistently share the best set of genotypes or cultivars, and this implies a repeatable pattern that can be

used to exploit GxE in cultivar development. Strategically, it means that selection will focus on speci�cally

adapted genotypes for each mega-environment. Thus, each mega-environment becomes a "target environment"

and test sites within that mega-environment must be representative of that target environment.  

Fig. 2 Patterns of GxE: parallel,

non-parallel, and crossover

interaction.



Tools to Aid in Evaluating Testing Environments

There are a number of tools that can aid in answering the questions posed (see slide entitled Challenges in

Choosing Testing Environments in this module). 

Cluster analysis has been used to identify similar types of environments and categories of environments. In

addition, the performance of test entries grown at one location can be correlated with the performance of the

same set of entries at other locations and performance overall. 

AMMI (Additive Main Effects and Multiplicative Interaction) analysis has been used to dissect GxE via principal

components analysis and characterize yield stability over environments (Gauch 1992). A biplot can be produced

to graphically display the relationships of environments with each other and with test entries.

GGE biplot involves only genotype and GxE interaction effects in the principal components analysis. A biplot

displaying environments and entries based on the �rst two principal components, PCA1 and PCA2,

provide insights into the number of mega-environments represented in the data, and indicates test

environments that are most representative and discriminating. Graphics can be unscaled or scaled in a different

ways (e.g. by standard deviation of an entry mean within environment or the standard error within

environments). 

In particular, when GGE biplots are scaled according to the heritability of the trait measured, the length of the

vector extending from the origin to the environment is proportional to the square root of heritability ( ) in

the environment.  This type of analysis is referred to as a heritability-adjusted GGE biplot (Yan and Holland

2010). The angles between environment vectors approximate the genotypic correlation between environments.

https://pbea.agron.iastate.edu/course-materials/cultivar-development/challenges-choosing-testing-environments
https://pbea.agron.iastate.edu/course-materials/cultivar-development/challenges-choosing-testing-environments
https://pbea.agron.iastate.edu/course-materials/cultivar-development/challenges-choosing-testing-environments
https://pbea.agron.iastate.edu/course-materials/cultivar-development/challenges-choosing-testing-environments


Furthermore, this type of analysis provides approximations of  for each test environment, which is

proportional to the predicted  in the mega-environment based on the data from the test environment. Thus, it

delivers information the breeder can use in choosing environments that maximize  in a way that �ts within

budgetary constraints.

Fig. 3 Heritability-adjusted GGE biplot facilitates visualization of 
\(\sqrt{h^2}\)

 for 9 testing environments and the correlations among them (environment vectors in red). From Yan and Holland, 2010.



Fig. 4 Heritability-adjusted GGE biplot displays the usefulness and representativeness of the �ve environments

associated with one mega-environment. Usefulness ranking given as QC1>QC2>NB>PEI>QC3. Environments with shorter

lines to Target Environment Axis (TEA) are more representative; QC3 was least representative. From Yan and Holland,

2010.



Impact of Type of Gene Action on R

In the expression of , the denominator includes all the genetic variance while only the additive genetic

variance is included in the numerator (since only additive genetic variance can be transmitted to progeny):

The genetic variation accounted for in the denominator will depend in part on the gene action of the trait being

improved. This means that traits that are substantially in�uenced by dominant or epistatic gene action are

generally less responsive to phenotypic selection. And generally such traits are characterized by lower

heritability.  Typically, epistasis is assumed to be negligible in estimating .

In addition, the family structure of the population under improvement will impact . As shown above, the

genetic variability among families with or without inbreeding depends on the types of families under selection. 

For example, half-sib families re�ect additive genetic variance only, whereas full-sib families re�ect both

additive and dominance genetic variance.  In estimating  using half-sib families, only additive genetic

variance would be included in the denominator. 

See Fehr, 1991, Chapter 17 for examples of comparing alternative breeding methods for predicted gain (R). 

Breeders cannot change gene action. However, there are ways to deal with lowly heritable traits, including use

of indirect selection through secondary traits that may offer higher selection e�ciency.  



Use of Indirect Selection to Increase R

This really relates to the type of screen that is utilized to select for a given trait in the product target.  Generally

speaking, the screen should be accurate and relevant to �eld performance. As discussed in Module 2, to

improve Character X, selection may be based on another Character Y. Indirect selection will result in relatively

greater genetic gain for Character X than direct selection if:

where is the genetic correlation between Characters X and Y, and represent the square root of the

narrow sense heritability for Characters X and Y, respectively.

Marker-assisted selection (MAS) is one type of indirect selection. Selection for superior individuals is based on

the genotype of speci�c marker(s) instead of phenotype (or in addition to phenotype). Since marker genotypes

are completely heritable (thus, is 1), the e�ciency of marker-based selection is a function of the heritability

of the primary trait and the proportion of additive genetic variance of the primary trait attributable to the

markers.

When the proportion of additive genetic variance accounted for by the markers account is greater than the

heritability of the primary trait, then   is greater than , and MAS holds an advantage.

https://pbea.agron.iastate.edu/course-materials/cultivar-development/module-2-process-cultivar-development-pure-line-variety-35
https://pbea.agron.iastate.edu/course-materials/cultivar-development/module-2-process-cultivar-development-pure-line-variety-35


Impact of L on ∆G

Response to selection over time is given by the equation for the rate of genetic gain:

Obviously, the length of the breeding cycle ( ) is a signi�cant element in maximizing .

What are ways in which  can be reduced?

1. By increasing the number of generations advanced per year in breeding to homozygosity.  This may

involve use of growth chambers, greenhouses, off-season nurseries, and continuous nurseries that

facilitate more than one generation per year and may involve breeding methods like single-seed descent.

2. Use of trait screens that facilitate selection before pollination (so that both parents are from the selected

group) or even facilitate selection before planting (marker-based selection using plant seed tissue for

DNA extraction). 

3. Reducing the length of the time required for the testing regime.  This may involve a trade-off between the

number of years of testing and the number of locations grown each year in order to maintain a

comparable .

These ways are but some of the many ways that  can be reduced. 

Can you think of others?

Check out the YouTube video that shows approaches devised by the Hickey Lab at the University of

Queensland: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=il6PW9--m4I

https://pbea.agron.iastate.edu/season-nurseries
https://pbea.agron.iastate.edu/season-nurseries
https://pbea.agron.iastate.edu/continuous-nurseries
https://pbea.agron.iastate.edu/continuous-nurseries
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=il6PW9--m4I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=il6PW9--m4I


Accelerating Development Time

Just as development time can be reduced by shortening the length of a generation, still another way to realize

e�ciency is in terms of time to develop an improved cultivar that re�ects a speci�c magnitude of genetic

gain. After all, we are interested in releasing improved cultivars to farmers in the shortest amount of time

required.

Development time required involves a trade-off between the magnitude of  per cycle and the number of cycles

of selection.  If greater gain can be achieved per cycle, fewer cycles (and less time) may be needed to achieve a

particular genetic gain. 

Having discussed factors to increase , one that is recognized for reducing time to market is population

size. With enough increase in population size, the gain achievable in two cycles of selection could potentially be

realized in one.  



Recap

Study of the formulas for   has revealed several ways for increasing response to selection:

1. Select a smaller proportion of individuals; coordinate higher selection intensity with increased population

size to avoid loss of the genetic diversity and potential effects of genetic drift.

2. Utilize breeding methods that allow for control of both parents; choice of pollen parent as well as seed

parent to produce progeny for the next cycle of selection offers great advantage. Furthermore, utilizing

approaches to allow recombination of selfed seed or clones of selected individuals (vs. remnant seed)

adds to greater progress.

3. Increase the coe�cient of ;  can be increased through choice of selection unit (e.g. full sib families

vs. half sib families) and by evaluating more highly inbred materials (e.g. recombinant inbred lines vs.

early generation segregating lines).

4. Deploy appropriate experimental designs in testing to minimize environmental variation and error.  For

advanced yield trials involving high numbers of entries, incomplete block designs can be used to further

partition blocks in the �eld into more homogeneous units.  Include multiple locations and multiple years

to partition and account for variation due to GxE.  Increase replications to the greatest extent feasible.

5. Control within-plot variation through appropriate plot size (i.e. number of plants per plot). Conduct single-

plant evaluations only with highly heritable traits.

6. For lowly-heritable traits, consider use of secondary traits as a basis for selection.  Molecular markers

may be useful if the markers aid in accounting for a greater portion of the additive genetic variance than

phenotypic selection alone. 

7. Reduce the length of the cycle by shortening the time required for the breeding and testing of progeny.

8. Reduce the number of cycles needed to achieve a particular magnitude of gain by increasing selection

intensity through increased population size.

Thus, the breeder exerts tremendous in�uence on the response to selection and the rate of gain, simply through

choice of breeding strategies, methods, materials for testing, and the conduct of evaluations.  Therefore, design

of the product pipeline which incorporates these features in the breeding and testing regime is critical to

developing and releasing improved cultivars that meet farmer and end user needs.

The breeder can utilize the formulas for to compare various options in the product pipeline for greatest

e�ciency.  



Improving Breeding Efficiency Through Use of Technology

The term "technology" refers loosely to industrial science. That is, any applied science in the form of tools,

machines, or methodologies used to solve real-world problems. In crop improvement, technology includes DNA-

based approaches to selection as well as the tools and methods to accomplish the selection, machines such as

drones to record data more e�ciently, and processes such as doubled haploidy that are enabled through

scienti�c application. 

Two technologies are highlighted here as examples, considering their potential role in the product pipeline and

ways to maximize the bene�t of the technological investment:

• molecular markers, speci�cally applied to facilitate indirect selection

• doubled haploidy to accelerate development of homozygous lines from a breeding cross.



Boosting Breeding Efficiency Through Marker-Assisted Selection

Molecular markers can be used to select for individuals with favorable alleles at loci controlling traits of interest

in close proximity to marker loci.  Selection based on molecular marker genotype may contribute to breeding

e�ciency. 

In potato, for example, Marker-Assisted Selection (MAS) can

be used to address some of the critical challenges in

cultivar development. Potato is a highly heterozygous,

tetraploid crop with very complex product targets involving

as many as 40 characteristics including disease and pest

resistances, tuber appearance, quality, nutrient content, and

stress tolerances, in addition to agronomic traits of yield,

yield stability, and maturity (see Module 4).  Evaluation is

costly and time consuming. The process of New Line

Development and New Line Evaluation can take 10+ years. 

Furthermore, many traits are highly in�uenced by the

particular growing environment or correlated with conditions

such as seed tuber size. 

Many of the key traits are qualitative, controlled by a few

genes, or are quantitative in nature but highly in�uenced by

major genes. Yet, because potato is an autotetraploid, �ve

distinct genotypes may be observed at any given locus

(AAAA, AAAa, AAaa, Aaaa, aaaa) making progeny testing di�cult.

Fig. 5 Photo by Scott Bauer. Courtesy of USDA ARS.

https://pbea.agron.iastate.edu/course-materials/cultivar-development/module-4-new-line-development-and-new-line-evaluation-5
https://pbea.agron.iastate.edu/course-materials/cultivar-development/module-4-new-line-development-and-new-line-evaluation-5


Ideal Markers

There are various types of molecular markers, with Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms (SNPs) being the most

widely used type today. 

Ideally, the markers are:

• Co-dominant, revealing the detail of allelic composition

• "Perfect" (i.e. located within the gene itself, to avoid the chance of recombination between the marker

and the tagged gene)

• Consistently reproducible (i.e. the assay results are consistent for each genotype, even across different

laboratories)

• High-throughput (HTP) (i.e. amenable to automation for fast delivery of results and widespread

application)

• Cost effective.

In potato, many single-gene traits have been mapped in addition to major genes contributing to expression of

quantitative traits.



Potential Advantages to Exploit with MAS

MAS may offer some signi�cant advantage over phenotypic selection.

For example:

1.  Easier screening (e.g. resistance screening for potato cyst nematode)

2.  Screening at an earlier plant development stage

3.  Greater accuracy by eliminating classi�cation errors due to environmental effects

4.  Selection can be applied outside of market region and growing season (e.g. in an off-season nursery or

greenhouse)

5.  HTP operation facilitates larger population sizes and higher selection intensity

6.  Fewer years of testing

7.  May be less expensive than phenotypic evaluation

Potential cost savings are just as important in optimizing the product pipeline as time savings, and depending

on the situation at hand, may be more important.

Slater et al. (2013) compared the cost of applying MAS to screen for disease resistance in the second �eld

generation (G2) against the cost of phenotypic evaluation of G2 selections.  The MAS option was 37.3% of the

cost of the phenotypic selection option. This strategy also provides the option to select for other markers

associated with single-gene traits or major genes among G2 clones, with multiplexing marker assays as means

to further the cost savings. In addition to cost savings, the MAS option resulted in a one-year time savings in

cultivar development. 

See Slater et al. 2013 for more detail.  DOI 10.1007/s11032-013-9871-7 

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s11032-013-9871-7
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s11032-013-9871-7


Extracting the Most Value From Deployment of MAS

Often, the advantages provided through technology can be ampli�ed further by tailoring the product pipeline for

optimal �t or combining technologies.

Slater et al. (2014) exploited the advantages of MAS further in potato by combining MAS with selection based

on estimated breeding value (EBV).  By evaluating G2 clones for EBV, those individuals with high scores that

may not possess the disease resistance sought through MAS are not discarded but recycled to increase the

frequency of favorable alleles for other target traits. Those individuals selected by MAS and EBV are advanced

to regional trials, reducing testing by two years. This enhances the time savings achieved overall to three years.

Although Slater et al. (2014) utilized pedigree information to compute EBVs, this could also be done through

use of markers using an approach like genomic selection.

See Slater et al. 2014 for more detail.  DOI 10.1007/s00122-014-2386-8 

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s00122-014-2386-8
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s00122-014-2386-8


Boosting Breeding Efficiency Through Doubled Haploidy

With many crops, once a cross has been made to develop a breeding population, a major time lag occurs

between F2 and development of a fully inbred line. This time lag can be mitigated through early testing, yet we

have seen that phenotypic measurement is most accurate and precise when non-segregating materials are

used. 

Doubled haploidy is a technology that can be used to by-pass the process of inbreeding, providing a quick route

to homozygosity with a high degree of �delity. With doubled haploid (DH) production systems are available for

more than 250 plant species, this technology manipulates the double fertilization process which gives rise to

seed with a 2N embryo and a 3N endosperm. 

In maize, use of an in vivo maternal haploid system via gynogenesis has become common. First reported by

Stadler and Randolph in 1929, the system involves the use of an “inducer line” and typically also features a

color marker system to facilitate identi�cation and con�rmation of haploid individuals.

Fig. 6 Double fertilization. Graphic from https://sp722.wikispaces.com/Double+Fertilization

https://pbea.agron.iastate.edu/doubled-haploidy-0
https://pbea.agron.iastate.edu/doubled-haploidy-0
https://pbea.agron.iastate.edu/gynogenesis
https://pbea.agron.iastate.edu/gynogenesis
https://sp722.wikispaces.com/Double+Fertilization
https://sp722.wikispaces.com/Double+Fertilization


In vivo Maternal DH Production Process

The basic steps involved in in vivo maternal DH production in maize are:

1. Pollinate donor plants (F1 or F2 progeny from a breeding cross) with inducer line

2. Identify and recover haploid seed via color marker phenotype

3. Germinate haploid seed and apply chromosome doubling agent

4. Grow DHs to maturity & self-pollinate

Fig. 7 Steps in in vivo maternal doubled haploidy. 

https://pbea.agron.iastate.edu/donor-plant
https://pbea.agron.iastate.edu/donor-plant


Haploid Selection

Much of the seed produced by pollinating the donor plants with the inducer line will be F1s, which are

useless. A small proportion will be haploids which contain only genetic material form the donor line (the haploid

induction rate is determined by the inducer line). And a fraction will be lethal mutants. There also may be some

seed resulting from self-pollination or outcrossing since pollinations are made manually. 

The color marker system makes it possible to sort the various types of seed. Since the color indicates genetic

contribution from the donor, the haploid seed will show color only in the endosperm, not the scutellum which

harbors the embryo. 

In real life, expression of the color markings is in�uenced by the genetic background. 

Fig. 8 Possible outcomes of use of a haploid inducer line in maize based on color marker system.

Fig. 9 From left to right: haploid, diploid, and outcross kernel are shown.

Photo courtesy of Eunsoo Choe, Mumm Lab, University of Illinois.



Chromosome Doubling Treatment

Once haploid seeds are recovered, these are germinated and then exposed to a chromosome doubling agent to

duplicate the chromosome content.

Fig. 10 Injecting germinated kernels with colchicine. Photos courtesy of Eunsoo Choe, Mumm Lab, University of Illinois.



Recovering Doubled Haploid Lines

Those haploid plants that successfully doubled chromosome content are self-pollinated and grown to

physiological maturity. The harvested selfed seed represents the new doubled haploid line. All seed on the ear

is genetically identical and completely homozygous. 

For more details on the in vivo maternal doubled haploid process in maize, see the YouTube clip from

CIMMYT: “Doubled Haploids: A simple method to improve e�ciency of maize breeding”

www.youtube.com/watch?v=V2jOEuZjjrg

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V2jOEuZjjrg
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V2jOEuZjjrg


Extracting the Maximal Value from Deployment of Doubled
Haploidy

Doubled haploidy offers the bene�t of reduced cycle time.  Plus, testing homozygous lines results in more

precise estimates of performance than segregating lines, and thus affords more accuracy in selection

decisions.  Used to estimate QTL effects, DH lines again win over segregating lines.

Some organizations offer DH services so this step in the breeding process may be outsourced if

desired. Nonetheless, there is investment in tapping into this resource which can improve e�ciency in cultivar

development.

The big question is how to extract maximal value from deployment of this technology?  We will focus on three

ways:

• The type of donor population

• Pre-selection of lines for haploid induction, sometimes referred to as “F2 enrichment”

• The structure of performance testing given the vast number of DHs that can be produced from a single

breeding cross.



Best Population Type to Serve as Donor

Some options for the type of donor population to use to initiate doubled haploidy include: F1, F2, BC1.  These

population types differ regarding the number of meiosis, that is, the number of times cell division has taken

place to produce reproductive cells.  With meiosis comes recombination, and after all, it is new combinations of

favorable alleles that we seek in developing improved cultivars!

Genetic theory tells us that the number of crossover events is less among DH lines compared to RILs. And

evidence supports this:

• Smith et al. (2008) found mean of 15 recombinations per RIL versus 10 recombinations per DH genome

developed from F1 donors

• Smith et al. (2008) found that the percentage of lines with ≥4 intact parental chromosomes (10

chromosomes in maize) was 37% among DHs and 13% among RILs.

DH lines developed from F2 donors allows for one more meiosis to occur. Work by Bernardo (2009) showed that

DHF2 lines were no more than 3% lower in selection response than RILs and were up to 6% higher in selection

response than DHF1 lines.  Likewise, BC1 donors would offer the same advantage as F2 donors (compared to

F1). 

Although one more generation is required to produce the F2 or BC1 donors (compared to the F1 donors), it does

not necessarily mean another year is required in development time.  Off-season nurseries or greenhouses could

be utilized to advance some/all generations and facilitate more generations per year. So this is a good trade-off!



Pre-Selection of Lines for Haploid Induction

Using F2 (or BC1) lines provides opportunity for some selection to be performed before pollination with the

inducer line. The rationale for such selection is to focus DH resources on individuals with greater genetic

promise. Better donors should translate to greater genetic gain toward the product target.

Selection among F2 families based on single-plant performance could focus on high-heritability traits or marker

genotype. Examples include:

• Plant morphology

• Disease resistance

• Favorable marker genotype for linked trait

• Against negative marker genotype for linked trait

• Increased or decreased frequency of recombinants in which repulsion linkages have been broken or

favorable complexes of gene combinations have been preserved (Smith et al., 2008).

In a more elaborate scheme, Bernardo et al. (2010) proposed three cycles of genomic selection in a recurrent

selection scheme as a means to enrich the frequency of favorable alleles for yield and other quantitative traits

of interest.

The advantage of pre-selection of lines is to focus breeding and testing resources on lines with the greatest

genetic potential, which should in turn result in the greatest genetic gain and higher .



Performance Testing and Selection of DH Lines

With doubled haploidy, it is easy to produce a large number of progeny per breeding cross. And this can be

accomplished in an accelerated timeframe (compared to inbreeding).

With doubled haploidy, the breeder’s problem of having to wait until RILs are developed is solved… Now  the

issue is how to test the vast number of quickly-available inbred lines!

Melchinger et al. (2005) examined this issue. Assuming similar budgets, they compared the rate of genetic gain

( ) achieved with a four-location preliminary yield test with a population of 250 segregating testcross progeny

in maize with two-stage testing involving 739 DH lines at one location, followed by testing of 29 selections

(from Year 1) at nine locations in a second season.  The two-stage testing resulted in nearly 20% increase in 

with the same resource investment. 

Although the number of yield plots is the same in both cases, two-stage testing accommodates more lines and

focuses a higher degree of scrutiny on the top performers.  Thus, two-stage preliminary testing may be more

effective in maximizing  when doubled haploid technology is utilized to develop progeny.  



Summary

To optimize the product pipeline and deliver improved cultivars to farmers most effectively and e�ciently,

consider each aspect of process design in breeding and testing as it relates to the factors in�uencing response

to selection ( ) and rate of genetic gain ( ).

Technologies can be useful in boosting e�ciency; the merit of applying any new technology can be judged in

terms its ability to increase genetic gain and the cost/bene�t ratio.  Once a decision is made to incorporate a

new technology into the product pipeline, its value can be maximized by �ne-tuning the pipeline process to take

advantage of opportunities the technology affords to increase  and reduce development time. 

Finally, integration of all the components of the process

is critical to a robust product pipeline that consistently

produces improved cultivars. A chain is only as strong

as its weakest link!
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